
DateName Class

What chance is there of finding these things at the beach?

certain     likely     possible     unlikely     impossible

sand __________________

sunglasses __________________

books __________________

a train __________________

shells __________________

seaweed __________________

waves __________________

an oven __________________

plants __________________

people __________________

insects __________________

skates __________________

a jigsaw __________________

tents __________________

cows __________________

jellyfish __________________

a lighthouse __________________

a ball __________________

a bottle __________________

treasure __________________

mermaids __________________

a bed __________________

dogs __________________

television __________________

horses __________________

fish __________________

a bath __________________

surfboards __________________

Think of 5 foods you could have for breakfast tomorrow. Write them in order from
most likely to least likely chance of having them.

most likely Breakfast tomorrow least likely

most likely Lunch tomorrow least likely

most likely Dinner tomorrow least likely

most likely What will happen on the weekend least likely

most likely What will happen next week least likely
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ANSWER KEY

What chance is there of finding these things at the beach?

certain     likely     possible     unlikely     impossible

sand __________________

sunglasses __________________

books __________________

a train __________________

shells __________________

seaweed __________________

waves __________________

an oven __________________

plants __________________

people __________________

insects __________________

skates __________________

a jigsaw __________________

tents __________________

cows __________________

jellyfish __________________

a lighthouse __________________

a ball __________________

a bottle __________________

treasure __________________

mermaids __________________

a bed __________________

dogs __________________

television __________________

horses __________________

fish __________________

a bath __________________

surfboards __________________

Think of 5 foods you could have for breakfast tomorrow. Write them in order from
most likely to least likely chance of having them.

most likely Breakfast tomorrow least likely

most likely Lunch tomorrow least likely

most likely Dinner tomorrow least likely

most likely What will happen on the weekend least likely

most likely What will happen next week least likely
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